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We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally a new multiplexing method for volume holographic storage
using a single reference beam that is composed of multiple plane waves or is a spherical wave. We multiplex
the holograms by shifting the recording material or the recording/readout head. The volume properties of the
recording medium allow selective readout of holograms stored in successive overlapping locations. High storage
densities can be achieved with a relatively simple implementation by use of the new method.Volume holograms are usually recorded by use of
angular,1,2 wavelength,3,4 phase code,5,6 and spatial7
multiplexing. In addition, peristrophic multiplex-
ing, a holographic technique that applies to either
thin or thick (three-dimensional) media, was recently
introduced.8 Any of these methods or their com-
binations can be used to multiplex holograms for
holographic storage devices.
In this Letter we introduce a method for multiplex-
ing holograms by using a reference beam consisting
of a spectrum of plane waves (similar to phase code
multiplexing). We achieve multiplexing by shifting
the recording medium with respect to the signal and
reference beams. Alternatively, the two beams can
be translated in tandem with respect to the station-
ary medium.
The geometry for shift multiplexing is shown in
Fig. 1 for the case of storing Fourier transform holo-
grams. The reference originates from an array of
M point sources located in the front focal plane of a
Fourier lens and centered around the optical axis z.
The lens transforms the field into a fan of M plane
waves. The angular separation is uniform, given by
Du ø dyFr, where d is the distance between succes-
sive point sources and Fr is the focal length. Thus,
the angle of incidence of the mth component is
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Du, m ­ 0, . . . , M 2 1 . (1)
The angle of incidence of the central component of the
signal with respect to the z axis is denoted by uS .
Because the reference consists of M plane waves,
we can think of the recording as consisting of
M separate holograms recorded simultaneously.
On reconstruction, each plane wave in the ref-
erence fan reads out not only the hologram that
it recorded but also all the holograms recorded
by the other plane waves of the reference fan.
These reconstructions, or ghosts, produce images
that are shifted with respect to the primary re-
construction as a result of the change in readout0146-9592/95/070782-03$6.00/0angle relative to the recording angle. The ghosts
are Bragg mismatched by an amount roughly pro-
portional to the angular separation between the
plane-wave component that originally recorded the
hologram and the component that is reconstructing it.
For the hologram recorded between the central signal
component and the m ­ 0th reference component the
amount of Bragg mismatch is Dkz ­ 2pl tan uSDuyl
when read out by the 6lth reference component.
The same relationship holds approximately for the
other holograms. The diffraction efficiency of these
Bragg-mismatched holograms is proportional to
hsDkd ­ sinc2
µ
DkzL
2p
¶
, (2)
Fig. 1. Geometry for shift multiplexing in the Fourier
plane. F is the focal length of the Fourier transform-
ing lens. 1995 Optical Society of America
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of the recording medium. It follows that by choos-
ing the angular separation Du between the reference
components such that the sinc function of Eq. (2) van-
ishes, the ghosts will be eliminated, leaving a clean
reconstruction. From Eq. (2) the required separa-
tion is
Du ø
l
L tan uS
, (3)
Having eliminated the ghosts, we now examine
what happens to the diffracted light if the hologram
is shifted by a distance d in the x direction (see
Fig. 1). We obtain the diffracted field Ed by mul-
tiplying the illuminating reference (consisting of M
plane waves) by the expression for the M recorded
holograms shifted by d. For a single plane-wave sig-
nal beam of incidence angle uS we have
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The three-dimensional nature of the hologram (i.e.,
the z dependence) serves to eliminate the cross terms
m Þ m0 (ghosts) from the double summation. When
a signal with finite bandwidth is reconstructed, a
detailed calculation (not given here) shows that the
cross terms are not eliminated completely but the
signal is still reconstructed with a high signal-to-
noise ratio. From relation (5) the diffracted field
consists of the reconstruction of the signal at angle
uS , weighted by a sum leading to the familiar array
function.9 Therefore the intensity of the diffracted
field as a function of shift is
I sdd ~
sin2
µ
pM
dDu
l
¶
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p
dDu
l
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The zeros of the array function occur at
dl ­ l
l
MDu
, l ­ 1, . . . , M 2 1 . (7)
Multiplexing is performed by recording each holo-
gram with a shift d1 ­ lyMDu with respect to its two
neighbors. Because of the periodicity of the array
function, at maximum M holograms can be superim-
posed on the same location. The period is
dM ­
l
Du
. (8)
The shift multiplexing method is particularly well
suited for the implementation of holographic three-
dimensional disks.10 One can readily implement athree-dimensional disk with this method by simply
using the disk rotation (which is already part of the
system intended to permit accessing of information on
different locations on the disk surface) to implement
the shift (Fig. 2). This simplifies the design of the
head because no additional components are required
for selective readout.
The storage density D per unit area that we can
achieve by using the device of Fig. 2 is limited by the
thickness-dependent angular selectivity [relation (3)],
the number of beams M allowed by the optics, the
page size Npbp (bp is the pixel size and Np the num-
ber of pixels), and the periodicity of the array func-
tion. An approximate formula for the image plane
density is
D ­ M cos uS
b2ps1 1 Md1 cos uSyNpbpd
. (9)
For L ­ 100 mm and signal incidence angle uS ­
30–, use of Fy1 optics permits M ­ 100 holograms.
Then, for typical page parameters Np ­ 1000 and
bp ­ 2 mm, Eq. (9) yields D ­ 21.1 bitsymm2.
We demonstrated array multiplexing using a ref-
erence fan of 20 plane waves angularly separated by
0.5–. The recording material was DuPont HRF-150
polymer of thickness L ­ 38 mm. The effect of shift
on the reconstruction of a single hologram is shown
in Fig. 3. The signal image was a 100 3 100 random
Fig. 2. Holographic three-dimensional disk with shift
multiplexing setup. SLM, spatial light modulator.
Fig. 3. Experimental demonstration of the array func-
tion with a single hologram of a random bit pattern.
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random bit patterns by the shift method.
Fig. 5. Experimental shift selectivity of a volume holo-
gram recorded with a spherical reference wave. The bars
indicate the theoretical prediction.
bit pattern. For the above parameters the theoreti-
cal shift selectivity is 2.8 mm and the period is 55 mm,
in good agreement with the experiment. The reason
for the deviation from the theoretically predicted pe-
riodicity is the finite transverse size of the recording
region.
Three holograms array multiplexed with the same
setup are shown in Fig. 4. Each hologram is recon-
structed almost periodically, following its own array
function. Because of the very small thickness of the
recording medium in this experiment, we used an
angular separation smaller than that predicted by
Eq. (3). Therefore the ghosts had to be filtered out
in the Fourier plane.
Shift multiplexing can also be implemented by a
spherical wave reference11 instead of the fan of M
plane waves. The basic operation is similar, but the
analysis is more involved. Consider a spherical ref-
erence wave originating a distance z0 from the center
of the recording material and a plane-wave signal in-
cident at angle uS with respect to the optical axis.
An approximate calculation (under the paraxial and
Born approximations and neglecting variable modu-
lation depth) predicts that the shift selectivity is re-lated to the focal distance and the Bragg angular se-
lectivity [relation (3)] as dBragg ø z0Du ­ lz0yL tan uS .
The finite numerical aperture (NA) broadens the se-
lectivity curve by a factor of dNA ø ly2(NA). There-
fore we have
dspherical ­ dBragg 1 dNA ø
lz0
L tan uS
1
l
2sNAd
.
(10)
Figure 5 shows the experimental shift selectiv-
ity curves for z0 ­ 9, 14, and 24 mm and NA’s
of 0.3, 0.15, and 0.075, respectively. The angle of
incidence of the signal beam was 40– outside the
8-mm-thick iron-doped LiNbO3 crystal (refractive in-
dex n ø 2.24). The experimental selectivity agrees
with relation (10).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated shift multi-
plexing in photopolymers and photorefractives. The
new method is promising for the achievement of high
holographic storage density with a relatively simple
implementation.
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